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Columbia Pictures launched with characteristic puffery its early 1945 release, 
A Song to Remember, a dramatized biography of nineteenth-century composer 
Frederic Chopin. "A Song to Remember is destined to rank with the greatest 
attractions since motion pictures began," boasted a publicity statement, "—seven 
years of never-ending effort to bring you a glorious new landmark in motion 
picture achievement."1 Variety subsequently enthused, "This dramatization of 
the life and times of Frederic Chopin, the Polish musician-patriot, is the most 
exciting presentation of an artist yet achieved on the screen."2 
These accolades proved to be misleading, however. Viewers expecting a 
"life" of Chopin encountered a very different kind of film. Instead of an historical 
chronicle of Chopin's life, times, and music, A Song to Remember, to the dismay 
of several critics, reconstituted the story as a wartime resistance drama targeted 
more to World War II popular audiences at home and abroad than to enthusiasts 
of nineteenth-century music history.3 As such, the film belongs to a group of 
Hollywood wartime propaganda pictures mandated in 1942-1945 by the Office 
of War Information (OWI) and its Bureau of Motion Pictures (BMP)—and 
subject, like all films of the time, to the censorial constraints of the Production 
Code Administration (PCA)—to stress ideology and affirmation in the cause of 
democracy and to depict the global conflict as a "people's war." No longer was 
it satisfactory for Hollywood to interpret the war on the rudimentary level of a 
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Figure 1: Merle Oberon's "George Sand" made love to Cornel Wilde's "Frederic 
Chopin" in the 1945 Columbia release, A Song to Remember(couvtQsy Photofest). 
counterattack against Axis invasion. These newly mandated resistance—or 
"conversion" films, as scholars have called them—were to focus the "average" 
filmgoers' attention upon the basic choices which they must make regarding the 
key ideological and political problems of the war.4 
There was to be no room for neutrality here. Characters like Humphrey 
Bogart's Rick in Casablanca (1943), Charles Laughton's Albert Lory in This 
Land Is Mine(1943), and Victor Francen's Pavel Orvid in In Our Time (1944)— 
and yes, Cornel Wilde's Chopin in A Song to Remember—to name just a few, 
must renounce their formerly cynical or apolitical attitudes and find spiritual 
and democratic redemption in their fight against fascism. Thus, as I will argue, 
A Song to Remember represented Chopin as the nineteenth-century European 
equivalent of the twentieth-century American, Rick. Chopin's top hat and 
waistcoat replaced Rick's trench coat and fedora, his Parisian salon was a 
hothouse variation on Rick's Café Américaine, his concert grand piano a 
substitute for Rick's battered upright, and his great A-flat Polonaise a call to 
arms like the "Marseillaise" anthem. In regaining his political commitment, 
Chopin, like Rick, has to abjure the siren call of romance—in Rick's case, the 
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alluring Usa (Ingrid Bergman) and in Chopin's case, the domineering George 
Sand (Merle Oberon)—and perhaps sacrifice his own life in the process. 
While the parallels drawn by A Song to Rememberbetwem Chopin's war-
ravaged Poland in 1848 and Poland's struggle against invading Nazi and Soviet 
armies almost a century later were not lost on contemporary viewers and critics 
in America and overseas—there is, as we shall see, at least some evidence to 
corroborate that viewers did indeed make the connection—the intervening sixty 
years since the film's release has blurred that significance and relegated the film 
to the dubious distinction of just another Hollywood biopic (a category of films 
that until recently has received little serious critical attention). One looks in 
vain in extant volumes about wartime Hollywood for even the barest mention of 
the film.5 Perhaps it seems preposterous that a biopic of a classical composer in 
the exotic milieu of the nineteenth-century salons of Paris could be construed as 
a piece of World War II populist resistance propaganda. Yet, as OWI 
administrator Elmer Davis so often remarked, "the easiest way to inject a 
propaganda idea into most people's minds is to let it go in through the medium 
of an entertainment picture when they do not realize that they are being 
propagandized."6 A Song to Remembermay be a case in point. Thus the purpose 
of this essay is to restore A Song to Remember to its proper consideration, not 
just as a biopic of Frederic Chopin but also as an effective wartime resistance, 
or "conversion" narrative, constituting a nexus of political, historical, and 
performance constructions supporting Hollywood's wartime patriotic agendas. 
Chopin as Man and Myth 
In order to transform—I almost said convert—Chopin and his music to the 
stuff of an OWI-mandated resistance story, Hollywood had to exercise 
considerable ingenuity. At first glance the subject seemed appropriate enough. 
Chopin came to the movies as a pre-packaged commodity, a well-known and 
prestigious figure of legendary patriotism, aristocratic polish, and familiar music. 
The prestige factor was always to be coveted by producers eager to proclaim 
special distinction for their product. And Chopin's great polonaises would provide 
the requisite patriotic call to arms for the spirit of Polish resistance in 1944-
1945. Chopin's aristocratic mien was problematic, however, in that it threatened 
to clash with the required "average man" agendas of the OWI. His eight-year 
affair with the notorious novelist, George Sand (Aurore Dudevant) was quite 
outside the bounds of the censors of the day. While some of his music was well 
enough known to have inspired a few "hit" tunes of the day, most of it was 
nonetheless securely positioned as high brow. Moreover, his alleged patriotism 
proved to be, on closer inspection, ambivalent to say the least. In other words, 
there were advantages and disadvantages in exploiting Chopin and his music. 
Adjustments would have to be made in constructing a "Chopin" congruent with 
the requisite story formulas, censorship constraints, and propagandistic agendas 
of wartime Hollywood. 
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The Research Department at Columbia Pictures quickly discovered that 
Chopin was an unstable compound of reality and myth. The historical record, as 
much as it could be divined, was relatively uneventful and apolitical.7 Fryderyk 
Franciszek Chopin was born in Zelazowa Wola, Poland, in 1810 to a French 
father and a Polish mother. He spent his boyhood in Warsaw and embarked on 
his musical studies at the age of six. Encouraged by his study with Professor 
Jozef Eisner at the Warsaw Conservatory, he left Poland in 1830 to pursue a 
career in Paris, where he remained until his death in 1849. He never married, 
although there were brief flirtations and failed courtships with a number of 
women—including Konstancia Gladkowska, Maria Wodziiiska, Delfina 
Potocka—and a prolonged affair with French novelist George Sand. Fastidious 
and something of a dandy, he curried favor with the French aristocracy and 
enjoyed celebrity as an accomplished pianist and innovative composer. He 
abjured concert life in his later years, however, and depended largely on the 
support of wealthy friends. He died in 1849 of the tuberculosis that had afflicted 
him for many years. 
Even before his death, a plethora of sometimes contradictory myths of an 
exotic sort surrounded him.8 Biographical and character studies by his mistress 
George Sand, his friend Franz Liszt, and by later commentators such as James 
Huneker and Alfred Cortot, described him, by turns, as an effeminate, arrogant 
snob who shamelessly flattered his way through aristocratic circles; as a frail, 
sickly, vaguely androgynous composer who drooped languidly over his slender 
little nocturnes and preludes; and as a bold Polish patriot, who composed fiery 
polonaises and etudes that defiantly proclaimed the pain and glory of his war-
wracked country. The music itself was adapted and popularized in ballets and, 
in the next century, twisted out of all recognition in Tin Pan Alley songs.9 "It is 
this legendary Chopin that we must cherish," wrote pianist and biographer Alfred 
Cortot. "By disregarding the deprecatory facts of his daily life, but going to the 
heart of the essential truth, we preserve the image of a Chopin who answers all 
our aspirations, a Chopin who existed in a world created by his imagination, 
who had no other existence save that of his dreams. . . ," Cortot concluded, 
"who by the outpourings of his genius was able to immortalize the dreams and 
longings of countless human souls."10 
Hollywood paid more attention to the myths than the record, even if they 
contradicted the accounts of professional historians. Myth and hearsay claimed 
their own brand of dramatic legitimacy, borne out of their widespread repetition, 
variability, and appeal. They reenacted, dramatized, embellished, even rewrote 
history. Paradoxically, as Peter Kivy suggests in his The Possessor and the 
Possessed, what ultimately mattered was "not what may be true about the nature 
of Handel's genius, or Mozart's or Beethoven's, but what was taken for truth by 
those who were in the process of constructing the concept of musical genius."11 
Anecdotal accuracy was irrelevant, declares Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz in Legend, 
Myth, and Magic in the Image of the Artist "The only significant factor is that 
an anecdote recurs, that it is recounted so frequently as to warrant the conclusion 
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that it represents a typical image of the artist."12 Thus, like their music, these 
historical figures became polysémie texts, open to ongoing processes of 
signification and resignification, nexes of cultural processes and interpretations. 
They were open, as Leo Braudy has noted in The Frenzy of Renown, to the 
constantly renewed interpretations and meanings of successive generations, "even 
though that meaning might be very different from what they meant a hundred . 
.. years before." Braudy concludes, "Such people are vehicles of cultural memory 
and cohesion. They allow us to identify what's present with what's past."13 In 
other words, public history transcends time and space—even the historical 
record—to construct its own reality and function as a kind of mythic counterpoint 
to academic history. 
In the process—and this will prove to be crucial in the light of Hollywood's 
wartime propaganda agendas—such composers were marketed as individuals 
who redirected and consolidated their genius into the service of the social welfare 
and cultural aspirations of the community at large. Beethoven, for example, 
could no longer be "sold" as a colossal genius whose "sublimity was so 
overwhelming that it compels one's awe and reverence as well as one's 
admiration" but as a democrat who represented and ennobled the "song of the 
people."14 This process has been dubbed by Joseph Horowitz, in The Post-
Classical Predicament, as "a new elitism: to participate in the exclusive aura of 
Great Music became a democratic privilege."15 By 1944-1945 Hollywood found 
Chopin available to be reconfigured as a man of the people. 
Chopin and Hollywood 
Chopin was merely one among many of the canonic composers Hollywood 
appropriated at the height of the so-called "classical" studio era, roughly 1930-
1960. At this time the film industry was dominated by the vertically integrated 
"Big Five" studios, MGM, Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO, and Twentieth 
Century-Fox; the "Little Three" studios, United Artists, Universal, and Columbia; 
and the smaller, independent studios, such as Republic and Walt Disney. Under 
the supervision of moguls Louis B. Mayer, Harry Cohn, Dairy 1F. Zanuck, Jack 
Warner, Disney, and others, and through their respective distribution networks 
and theatre chains, they established a "consistent system of production and 
consumption, a set of formalized creative practices and constraints, and thus a 
body of work with a uniform style, a standard way of telling stories, from camera 
work and cutting to plot structure and thematics."16 
Conditioned by the same pressures and agendas as other genre pictures, 
Hollywood's composer biopics, asserts George Custen in his pioneering Bio/ 
Pics, "reduced [composers'] lives to a mass-tailored contour for fame in which 
greatness is generic and difference has controllable boundaries."17 The resulting 
paradigm, in brief, so obviously on display in A Song to Remember, rewrote the 
"life" according to the narrative formulas common to romantic melodramas, 
musicals, westerns, etc., and, in this particular instance, to the special agendas 
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of the OWL It tailored the story to the prevailing screen images of the actors 
and the commercial agendas of the producers. It exploited the built-in prestige 
factor of classical music (while reconstituting it for mass audience tastes). And 
it "normalized" and contained the composer to reflect and confirm the 
community's own commonly held experiences. Thus, A Song to Remember 
constructs Chopin as a Polish patriot responsive to and responsible for the welfare 
of his countrymen. "A man worthy of his gifts should grow closer to those people 
as he grows more great," he is admonished in the film by his friend and teacher, 
Josef Eisner (Paul Muni). These words not only dwell at the heart of the film's 
patriotic "message" to wartime audiences, they constitute a guiding motto for 
the entire corpus of Hollywood composer biopics. 
A key part of that message resided in the music. Just as the composers' 
lives had been commodifled and marketed for popular viewing, so too did the 
motion picture soundtrack alter and reconfigure the music. Émigré European 
composers, such as Miklos Rozsa and Dimitri Tiomkin, who were steeped in 
classical training and traditions, composed pastiches of the music of the masters 
for their scores, relegating these musics, for the most part, to an extradiegetic 
role in the narrative discourse.18 Historian Carol Flinn writes that it is the great 
irony of the classical composer biopics that the greatest music ever written should 
merely be used to repeat or reinforce the narrative—"it should not 'go beyond' 
it or draw attention to itself qua music. After all, it was only 'background' music." 
Thus, no matter how distinguished the score, "it is not successful unless it is 
secondary to the story being told on the screen."19 This judgment needs some 
qualification, however, inasmuch as the performative aspects of the music do 
on occasion become an important part of the biopics, particularly in the instance 
of A Song to Remember. 
Quite unique to biopics about artists, particularly composers, was the 
challenge of visualizing the actual creative process. "Plays about musicians or 
writers have one insurmountable problem in common," observes commentator 
Patrick O'Connor. "It is the least dramatic situation imaginable to show the 
artist at work, sitting at his desk, or at the keyboard. He must pace the floor, 
throw tantrums, be tormented by doubts, tear his hair. That is how the creative 
life seems to audiences, or so [authors and filmmakers] suppose."20 Actor Simon 
Callow, who portrayed Mozart in the original stage production of Amadeus, 
agrees. "It's nonsensical, when you think about it. Maybe you can show something 
that stimulates creativity, but what about the interior process itself?" Callow 
said in an interview. "Where does that come from? Very few filmmakers or 
playwrights seem to be interested in the actual question of creativity. And maybe 
that's true of 80 percent of the people. That sort of thing is probably done best 
in a novel. Oddly, it might be easier to visualize creative bankruptcy. We all can 
share in that feeling!"21 
Like the biographical aspects of the subject, the mystery of musical creativity 
itself has to be contained within the parameters of a mass audience's experience, 
understanding, and expectation. Without such containment, declares art historian 
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Figure 2: One of the first Chopin biopics was a French silent film, Henry 
Roussell's Waltz de l'adieu (1928). It dramatized the romance between the 
composer (Pierre Blanchar) and Marie Wodzinska (Marie Bell). (Courtesy Kevin 
Brownlow Collection). 
Albert Boime, "We risk the stereotype of the mad artist—creativity as some 
kind of disease or psychological aberration. This indicates our underlying fear 
and anxiety about creativity. Hollywood has to use stereotypes as a way of 
negotiating that fear."22 For example, as we will see in the discussion of A Song 
to Remember below, composer biopics deployed visual strategies suggesting 
that musical inspiration derived from nature, the emotions (love, hate, sorrow, 
frustration, triumph, etc.), and patriotic and folk traditions (the "song of the 
people"). 
Among the earliest films to display Chopin either as a featured player or 
peripheral presence was a French silent film, Henry Roussell's Waltz de l'adieu 
(1928). Subtitled "A Page in the Life of Chopin," it dramatized Chopin's (Pierre 
Blanchar) frustrated love for Marie Wodzinska (Marie Bell). (One wonders what 
music the film's original cue sheets referenced for the sake of the musicians 
accompanying the film.23) American films that appropriated Chopin's music in 
support of their thematic concerns included Romance (1930), a Greta Garbo 
vehicle, which appropriated the E-flat Nocturne as an elegant accompaniment 
to its story of a young actress's affairs; the aforementioned In Our Time(\944), 
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which utilized several of his polonaises to underscore the spirit of Polish 
resistance in the face of the Nazi Blitzkrieg in 1939; and A Picture of Dorian 
Gray, released the same year as A Song to Remember, which deployed the 
Prelude, Opus 28, No. 24 as a sinister, omnipresent melody connoting the moral 
collapse of the eponymous Gray.24 
The stage was set for A Song to Remember. Filmed in 1944 and released in 
January 1945, the Columbia Pictures production was directed by Charles Vidor, 
written and produced by Sidney Buchman, with music adaptation by Miklos 
Rozsa and [uncredited] piano performances by Jose Iturbi. Although details of 
its production history are sketchy, we do know that as early as 1938, according 
to The Hollywood Reporter, plans were afoot for Columbia's leading director, 
Frank Capra to direct Spencer Tracy and Marlene Dietrich in the leading roles 
of Chopin and his inamorata, George Sand.25 Eventually, as preliminary titles 
like Tonight We Dream, The SongthatLivedForever, and The Love of Madame 
Sand were discarded, the project went to a Hungarian-born emigre, Charles 
Vidor, who had just directed Columbia's stylish Rita Hayworth musical, Cover 
Girl, and the roles to Cornel Wilde and Merle Oberon. Claims circulated that 
the Oscar-nominated screenplay had its origins either in a 1928 French silent 
film, Valse de Tadieir, a novel, Polonaise, by Doris Leslie; or in an original 
story by Ernst Marischka.26 
The casting of robust, athletic Wilde was intended to allay fears any viewers 
might have had concerning any of the prevailing effeminate stereotypes of 
Chopin. Wilde was a relative unknown at the time—he had appeared in several 
B pictures in light romantic roles, like the Sonja Henie vehicle, Wintertime 
(1943)—but was just now coming into his own as a macho leading man. Taking 
advantage of his background as a champion-class fencer, A Song to Remembef s 
publicity releases characterized him as an actor who yearns for sword and doublet 
and who spends his off-screen time engaging in fencing exercises with fellow 
cast members. "Although Cornel never touches hand to sword hilt in the movie," 
proclaimed one press release, "there are sundry nobles and others who do carry 
swords . . . It is that kind of picture." 
At the same time, the studio promised anyone wary of elitist "classical 
music" that Chopin's melodies were "all-time hits," none of which were 
"highbrow." While their original titles might be unfamiliar, viewers were assured 
they are better known "under the titles of popular tin pan alley song hits of 
today and yesterday." They positioned Chopin as a proto-pop songwriter, "who 
has furnished the basic melodies for more modern and popular song writers 
than any music-maker in history."27 Morris Stoloff, the studio's chief music 
producer, emphasized the populist nature of Chopin's music—"though played 
for the aristocrats of his time—the early nineteenth century—[it] was drawn 
from the peasant music of Poland, Chopin's birthplace, and is felt and understood 
by anyone with a heart" (pressbook). 
A Song to Rememberbegins with the 11-year old Chopin studying music in 
his native Warsaw. From the outset he is represented as a hot-headed Polish 
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Figure 3: In A Song to Rememberthç celebrated Franz Liszt (Alfred Bekassy) 
(seen at the far right) introduced Chopin to the patronage of Parisian aristocratic 
circles (courtesy Photofest). 
patriot, banging angrily on the piano after witnessing Russian troops hauling 
Polish prisoners away to Siberia. "My dear boy," counsels his music teacher, 
Jozef Eisner (Paul Muni), "music and freedom are like one. They both belong 
to the world. A real artist wants freedom in every country." The boy promptly 
enlists Eisner's complicity in the meetings of a secret band of revolutionaries. 
"Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is every man's birthright," declares 
the revolutionary leader. Fifteen years pass. Chopin, now a handsome young 
man, is invited to perform at the salon of Count Wodzihska. But when the new 
Russian Governor-General of Poland arrives, Frederic starts up from the piano 
and vehemently declares, "I do not play before tsarist butchers!" He abruptly 
storms out of the room. 
Fleeing the tsarist authorities, Chopin, accompanied by the loyal Eisner, 
flees to Paris, carrying with him a pouch of Polish soil given him by a lady 
friend and fellow revolutionary named Kostancia. Eisner had already suggested 
that a series of Parisian recitals might raise money to aid the Polish cause; and 
now Chopin determines to carry out the plan. But his recital debut is ruined 
when he learns of the incarceration, torture, and death back home of his 
revolutionary friends, Titus and Jan. Overcome with sorrow, he breaks off his 
performance and quits the room. The concert is a disaster and the reviews are 
scathing. But he receives an invitation to visit the home of the Duchess of Orleans, 
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George Sand (Merle Oberon), the notorious young female novelist who smokes 
cigars and dresses in the masculine attire of trousers, vest, and top hat. She is so 
impressed that she promptly takes over his career management and, with the aid 
of Franz Liszt, arranges for his next concert at her salon. In a clever ruse, she 
contrives with Liszt to begin the recital; but under cover of the dim light of the 
room, Chopin takes his place at the keyboard. When the lights go back up, 
Chopin is at the keyboard to receive the acclaim of the crowd. 
Sand's first advice to her new protégé is to suppress his patriotic impulses 
because they will impede the true calling of his art and his career. "Shut the 
world out," she urges, "[find with me] a place apart, away from the petty struggles 
of men." Eisner intervenes. "I see trousers on a woman," he warns Chopin; "I 
know that woman has a will of her own. I have ears. I know about her reputation— 
books that shock the world and laws of conduct designed for herself." Chopin 
ignores his old friend and follows Sand to the island of Majorca, where he 
composes removed from the "causes" and struggles of petty worldly affairs. 
"Your genius is for creating music for smaller men to play," says Sand. "Follow 
that genius, Frederic, or you are lost, and everything with it. Be selfish with that 
genius. Stay here, write music . . ." But Chopin cannot entirely get away from 
haunting reminders of his countrymen's struggles back home. He sits at the 
piano, huddled against the chill, a shawl about his shoulders, and toys idly at the 
keys with the unfinished Polonaise that has been preoccupying him of late. "I'm 
not in the mood for waltzes and graceful studies," he declares. Sand, alarmed at 
the possibility of losing him, once again angrily denounces the music. 
Meanwhile, back in Paris, the forgotten and impoverished Eisner frets at 
Chopin's indifference to the plight of his countrymen. He is still waiting for that 
patriotic polonaise Chopin promised him years before. Upon Sand's return, Eisner 
seizes an opportunity to visit her and inquires how his absent friend has been 
doing. He reminds her that Chopin has a duty to raise money to support the 
cause of Polish freedom. "Concerts are out of the question," she retorts. "He's 
too ill for that. He couldn't stand the strain of concerts now or at any time in the 
future. His purpose is to serve his own work." Eisner is aghast. "You're a lady 
of very strong will, used to having her way in all things," he responds sharply. 
"But I shall see that you will not have this way with Frederic." 
Later, after learning from the visiting Konstancia of tsarist atrocities back 
in Poland, Eisner confronts Chopin and flings another pouch of Polish earth on 
the table. "Your genius is a rare gift," he declaims. "So many ordinary people 
seem to be robbed to make one such man. A man worthy of his gifts should grow 
closer to those people as he grows more great. Fight harder for them with that 
same genius. But you are a waste of that gift, a man who has lost all sense of 
decency and honor." 
But Sand isn't through yet. She denounces political causes and describes 
the sacrifices she has had to make, as an artist and a woman, to serve the purest 
aims of her art: "To have some talent and ambition and to be a woman . . . 
Maybe you think it didn't cost the woman something to do it, year after year in 
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the face of contempt and slander... But I ruled my own life." But her words are 
drowned out as Chopin goes to the keyboard and plays the opening measures of 
his polonaise. His mind is made up. He will go on a concert tour to raise money 
for the release of his imprisoned countrymen. 
In the film' penultimate montage sequence Chopin travels from concert 
hall to concert hall across Europe growing steadily weaker from his exhausting 
labors. Ravaged by tuberculosis and weakened by the stresses of the tour, he 
thunders out his Polish defiance of tsarist oppression in his fiery etudes and 
polonaises. At length, during his last performance, he spits blood onto the 
keyboard, staggers offstage, and collapses. Later, on his deathbed, his face now 
peaceful and composed, he breathes his last: "It's like coming home," he 
whispers, as the music from one of his nocturnes embraces the scene like a 
benediction. 
Containment and Censorship 
The story formulas of "classical" Hollywood, the censors of the PC A, and 
the policies of the OWI all laid claim to Chopin, and all played their parts in 
reconstituting him for wartime audiences. In the first place, prevalent story 
formulas demanded that his masculine and patriotic agencies be affirmed. The 
aforementioned public image of his effeminate, perhaps androgynous nature, 
his chronic bad health, and his diminutive stature—his passport declares he was 
a shade under five feet tall and weighed less than a hundred pounds—demanded 
redress. Although there are no studio records available to prove the point, other 
composer biopics of the day, notably Fox's Swanee River (1939) and Stars and 
Stripes Forever, two 20th Century-Fox biopics about, respectively, Stephen Foster 
and John Philip Sousa, have left paper trails demonstrating that the studios 
typically took great care to lend—or outright invent—masculine characteristics 
to "normalize" their artist protagonists.28 Moreover, in the case of A Song to 
Remember, Chopin's sturdy patriotism must be signified at the outset. His trip 
to Paris must be seen as initially part of a plan to raise money for the Polish 
cause. His lapse into selfish indulgence under the malevolent influence of Sand 
must be no more than a temporary aberration. And the recovery of his masculine 
agency must be confirmed by his decision to embark on the (ultimately fatal) 
concert tour. 
Ironically, Sand, not Chopin, was the aggressive political activist.29 But 
here, in conformity with prevailing Hollywood melodramatic formulas, she 
acquires the stereotype of what has been dubbed the "Fatal Woman," the chilly, 
possessive, ultimately self-destructive female typical of other contemporary 
melodramas, notably Jean Negulesco's Humoresque and John Stahl's Leave 
Her to Heaven (both 1946).30 It is up to Chopin's fussy, bumbling, comic sidekick, 
Josef Eisner, to divine and expose the danger Sand poses to Chopin. "I see 
trousers on a woman," he warns the composer (eloquent of the masculine anxiety 
of the 1940s as much as in the 1840s concerning assertive women). "I know that 
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woman has a will of her own." It is up to Eisner, not Chopin, to rebuke her: 
"You're a lady of very strong will," he declares sternly, "used to having your 
way in all things. I shall have myssrdcy here, Madame!" Indeed, his blandishments, 
combined with a visit by Chopin's former Polish revolutionary colleague, the 
beauteous Konstancia (in her own imporrunings she is the distaff side of Sand31), 
and the sight of that pouch of Polish earth, are enough to bring Chopin to his 
senses. He rejects Sand, finishes his polonaise, and takes to the road on his last-
gasp concert tour. All the while, despite the best efforts of the Hollywood makeup 
artists to transform the robust Cornel Wilde into a sick and gaunt victim of an 
unspecified disease, audiences were not fooled. Even at his sickest and most 
henpecked, Wilde's nascent virility seemed to reassure viewers that at any 
moment he might burst out of his flowered waistcoat and storm the tsarist 
barricades. 
This representation of Chopin's patriotism was just as spurious as that of 
George Sand's apolitical aesthetics. Although, according to historian Jolanta T. 
Pekacz' study of the subject, many Polish chauvinist commentators had insisted 
that Chopin was "a truly patriotic composer who never renounced his Polishness," 
in reality patriotism played little if any role in Chopin's personal life after he 
left Poland in 1830.32 He came to Paris not as a political refugee but as an 
ambitious concert pianist and composer, whereupon he gallicized his name, 
Fryderyk, to Frederic. There was no Jozef Eisner by his side to prod his 
conscience (he never saw Eisner again after leaving Poland); and, as was noted 
at the outset of this essay, except for a single benefit performance in London the 
last year of his life, he never embarked on a concert tour to assist the Polish 
cause. If anything, the contemporary Polish poet and patriot, Adam Mickiewicz 
criticized the his patriotic fervor, and accused Chopin of wasting his talent on 
the aristocracy instead of using it to speak out against tyranny. And although 
Chopin dutifully contributed money on occasion to Polish causes, he continued 
giving lessons to Russian aristocrats passing through Paris.33 It was only after 
his death that he returned to Poland (at his instructions, his heart was removed 
and sent back to Warsaw). 
If Chopin were temporarily reduced to a relatively passive role in the clutches 
of the predatory Sand, at least his patriotic polonaises and stormy etudes are 
heard periodically to remind and reassure us of his inherent masculinity and 
patriotic commitment. By contrast to the "feminine" nocturnes, the stormy C-
minor Etude ("Revolutionary") earned its sobriquet when Chopin composed it 
after hearing of Warsaw's conquest by the tsarist armies. According to biographer 
Tad Szulc, "he did react [to the news] with a paroxysm of fury and despair that 
he recorded in his diary."34 And the polonaises, particularly the great A-flat, 
Opus 53, always connoted Polish national pride.35 Accordingly, the film's music 
director, Miklos Rozsa, strategically deploys their melodies as a series of 
leitmotifs functioning both diegetically and extra-diegetically, in performance 
scenes and on the soundtrack.36 For example, the aforementioned Etude in C 
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minor functions as a cry of pain for the Polish victims of Czarist repression. We 
first hear it in orchestral guise as Chopin bolts from the presence of the Governor-
General at the Wodzinska salon. It reappears in variously instrumented versions 
every time there is a reference to Polish sufferings. By contrast, the plaintive 
melody from the so-called "Raindrop" Prelude (Opus 25, No. 15) is associated 
with the pouch of Polish earth that Chopin carries away with him. The lovely 
theme from the third Etude in E major (also from Opus 10) is first heard when 
Chopin meets George Sand, and is heard thereafter as a symbol of their love. 
And, from the outset, the melody of the heroically declamatory A-flat Polonaise 
is attached to the theme of patriotic duty. 
Rozsa's deployment of the A-flat Polonaise theme ingeniously reinforces 
each stage of Chopin's developing patriotic commitment. After its introduction 
in an arrangement for piano and orchestra under the Columbia logo, it reappears 
periodically in fragments and variants in major and minor modes, in an ingenious 
array of instrumentations—at times cleverly counterpointed by a few measures 
of the tumultuous eleventh Etude in A minor, Opus 25, and at other times by 
themes from the First Piano Concerto. In a beautifully staged scene in Pleyel's 
salon, Chopin performs it as a duet with Franz Liszt. "A Polonaise!" exclaims 
Liszt. "The spirit of Poland! Magnificent! And you play it with the spirit of a 
patriot!" Later, at his first Paris concert, upon hearing of the deaths of his Polish 
friends, Chopin interrupts his playing of Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata with 
a few brusque measures of the Polonaise. Aware of its significance to Chopin, 
Sand never fails, as has already been demonstrated, to dismiss it. But fleeting 
references to the Polonaise persist on the soundtrack (serving as Chopin's internal 
diegesis), always nagging at him, even while he's comfortably ensconced with 
Sand at Nohant and Majorca. Meanwhile, Eisner frets all the while, wondering 
when Chopin will stop composing trivial waltzes and nocturnes and finish the 
damned thing. At last, as Sand rants against Chopin's decision to return to the 
concert stage, Chopin picks out the Polonaise theme again, his playing growing 
louder and louder as his determination is fixed, until it fairly drowns out her 
discouraging words. 
Finally, the A-flat Polonaise also plays a crucial role in the most elaborate 
of the performance sequences. The climactic montage depicting Chopin's 
desperate recital tour to raise funds for the release of Polish prisoners is a 
masterpiece of the seamless blending of diegetic and extradiegetic music. The 
montage begins with a breath-taking straight cut from Chopin's playing of the 
introductory measures of the A-flat Polonaise in Sand's room to a public 
performance in the concert hall of the opening measures of the eleventh Etude, 
Opus 25 (a clever and dramatically effective juxtaposition of the two pieces). 
The ensuing interplay of sights (a variety of playbills from Paris, Amsterdam, 
London); close shots of hands on the keyboard; shots of Chopin's perspiring 
brow) and sounds (a seamless medley of orchestrated snatches from the A-flat 
Polonaise, a "Waltz-Brilliante," the second Scherzo, another polonaise (the 
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Figure 4: In A Song toRemember?ml Muni portrayed "Jozef Eisner," Chopin's 
music teacher, who functioned as Chopin's patriotic Polish conscience (courtesy 
Photofest). 
"Military," Opus 40, No. 1), the C-minor Etude, and a culminating reprise of 
the A-flat Polonaise (whose completed version is heard at last), reveals a steadily 
weakening Chopin, blanched and strained, his colorful waistcoat replaced by a 
severe black coat, the ebony cravat tightly knotted at his neck, the collar pulled 
tightly up his neck. And yes, there is the notorious moment when Chopin coughs 
Technicolor blood onto the piano keys. 
Containing and "normalizing" Chopin's private life, while constructing his 
masculine and patriotic identity, required judicious overview from the PCA 
censors. Composer biopics like this, perhaps because of their less privileged 
status among critics and historians, have been conspicuously ignored in histories 
of the PCA. Recent scholarship, sifting through the PCA files and other censorial 
agencies, like the Catholic Legion of Decency, have focused on other patterns 
of censorial practices—particularly regarding the social problem films of the 
1930s like the gangster and "fallen women" cycles, the wartime propaganda 
films of the 1940s, and the proliferation of politically-themed films of the post-
war period.37 Yet, it is evident that the unconventional behavior and the sexually 
open attitudes of composers such as Liszt, Paganini, Strauss, Jr., and Chopin 
must have presented peculiarly difficult challenges to the Code. 
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Drafted in 1930 and administered rigorously after 1934 under the leadership 
of Joseph Breen, the PCA held as its basic premise, as Gregory D. Black has 
noted in Hollywood Censored, that "movies did not enjoy the same freedom of 
expression as the printed word or theatrical performances. This most democratic 
of art forms had to be regulated... because movies cut across all social, economic, 
political, and educational boundaries . . ."38 As historian Richard Maltby 
demonstrates in his witty dissection of Code strategies, the Code was 
implemented to render narratives "chameleon-like, adaptable, resilient, and 
accommodating" to differing components of the viewing audience. "A movie's 
inclusion of contradictions, gaps, and blanks" Maltby writes, "allowed it to be 
consumed as at least two discrete, even opposing stories going on in the same 
text." Putting it another way, it could render the "objectionable" to some viewers 
"unobjectionable" to others. "Having chosen not to divide its audience," Maltby 
continues, "Hollywood was obliged to devise a system that would allow 
'sophisticated' viewers to read whatever they liked into a formally 'innocent' 
movie, so long as the producers could use the mechanics of the Production 
Code to deny that the sophisticated interpretation had been put there in the first 
place."39 Thus, Hollywood filmmakers were forced to devise strategies to suggest 
more "adult" themes while, at the same time, retain the endorsement of the 
Code and the mass public. 
Particularly problematic in Chopin's case was his open affair with George 
Sand. The exact nature of the nine-year relationship, spanning roughly 1838-
1847, has long bedeviled biographers and commentators. Chopin's 
contemporaries were in general agreement about Sand's overtly "masculine" 
role in the relationship. According to many reports, she treated Chopin as her 
"little one"; she "devoured" him. Indeed, as Sand's novelist and friend, Balzac, 
once pronounced, "All in all, she is a man, so much the more so because she 
wants to be one; because she has given up the role of a woman and is no longer 
one."40 But there is considerable dispute as to what degree Chopin and Sand 
found in each other mutual sexual fulfillment and creative support (as popular 
myth alleges), and to what extent the relationship proved to be dysfunctional, 
even mutually destructive (as some historians claim). Sand biographer Curtis 
Cates, speculates that a sexual component to the relationship was probably limited 
to just one or two years. "We can only surmise—for the documentary evidence 
is lacking—that [Sand] had found the physical act of lovemaking with Chopin 
considerably less exalting than his music" (486).41 Moreover, as Chopin 
biographer Benita Eisler contends, their breakup in 1848 had nothing to do with 
squabbles over patriotic duty, as A Song to Rememberallçgçs (indeed, patriotic 
issues seem never to have been a subject of discussion between them) but with 
a variety of petty and extremely nasty disputes, involving, among other things, 
turmoil in the private lives of Sand's children, Maurice and Solange. By this 
time, Eisler continues, Sand had taken on another lover and was beginning to 
treat Chopin "like one of the aged domestics, recently dismissed after years of 
service."42 William G. Atwood, in his study of the relationship, The Lioness and 
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the Little One, takes rather a different view, placing much of the blame for the 
failed relationship on Chopin's hyper-critical temperament and meddlings in 
Sand's family affairs.43 
Of course, Hollywood would have none of this. An examination of PCA 
files reveals that Breen closely monitored over several years the progress of the 
script's depiction of the Chopin-Sand affair. To begin with, any suggestion of 
the other romantic liaisons in Chopin's life, notably with Maria Wodzinska and 
Delfma Potocka, should be deleted. Similarly, there should be no backstory 
about Sand's other affairs, notably with the young poet, Alfred de Musset 
(although he has a cameo appearance early in the film), or the affair that 
immediately preceded her relationship with Chopin, a liaison with Félicien 
Mallefille, a former inamorata of Sand's so jealous of Chopin that he stalked the 
two lovers and threatened them with violence. As for Sand and Chopin, aside 
from the suggestion that they were living together, and apart from a chaste kiss 
and a touch of the hand, there were to be no suggestions of an actual sexual 
union. 
"From the standpoint of the Production Code," Breen wrote to Columbia 
producer Harry Cohn in a memo dated 19 July 1943, "what is needed is a definite 
and affirmative voice for morality in connection with the illicit relationship 
between Chopin and Sand. There should be a definite and specific condemnation 
of this relationship," Breen went on, "in order thus to show that the relationship 
is wrong; that it is not condoned, nor justified, nor made to appear right and 
acceptable." Accordingly, Breen recommended deletion of lines like Sand's 
declaration, "We make our own laws—and break them if we like"; and the 
alteration of Eisner's line, "To be a great artist one must first be a great man" to 
a substitute line: "One must first be a great man and a decent [italics mine] 
man." However, subsequent drafts of the script failed to convince Breen that his 
admonitions were heeded. "We continue to be of the opinion that this story is 
entirely unacceptable under the provisions of the Production Code," he scolded 
in a memo dated 13 January 1944, "because it is a story of illicit sex without 
sufficient compensating moral values . . . We must insist that such an element be 
injected into the story if the finished picture is to be approved. This condemnation 
of the sinful relationship between these two characters should come from Eisner 
in one or two of the scenes between himself and Sand." (And we recall instances 
already cited in the dialogues between Eisner and Sand.) Moreover, Breen was 
anxious to delete a scene suggesting that the dying Chopin invite Sand to see 
him. That would suggest "a complete lack of regeneration on his part." Rather, 
"It would be very helpful from our standpoint if the action were to be reversed; 
if Sand were to apply for admission to the death chamber only to be turned 
away."44 
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Chopin Goes to War 
At the time of A Song to Remember's release in January 1945, several critics 
noted its wartime relevance. Variety, for example, called attention to the story's 
emphasis on "the Polish revolutionary situation" and Film Dailynoted its "potent 
appeal to the present-day conscience of the underlying theme of Poland's fight 
for freedom."45 Alone among commentators writing from the hindsight of a half 
century, George Custen confirms that "Frederic Chopin's artistic and social 
conscience and his presence allows the Polish liberation theme to be showcased 
at a time when Poland was under Nazi oppression, and contemporary classical 
musicians from war-torn countries (like Italy's Arturo Toscanini and Poland's 
Artur Rubinstein) were mixing music and Allied propaganda in their public 
performances."46 
After Pearl Harbor, Hollywood had been quickly shifting away from its 
formerly non-interventionist stance. As a result of the newly-formed Office of 
War Information and its Bureau of Motion Pictures (BMP), a forty-two page 
document entitled "Manual for the Motion Picture Industry" codified and 
mandated a new attitude toward the war. In his study of the subject, Clayton R. 
Koppes notes, "The enemy was not the German, Italian, or Japanese people but 
the ruling elites and their ideologies."47 Thus, imbued with the left-leaning aims 
of Vice President Henry Wallace's Century of the Common Man (1943), 
Hollywood was advised to depict the global conflict as a "people's war" between 
freedom and fascism.48 Despite some contentiousness among the studio moguls 
at the addition of OWI constraints to the already burdensome PCA, within the 
next year an estimated one-third of the features in production dealt directly with 
the war. A much higher proportion treated the war more indirectly as a given set 
of social, political, and economic circumstances. 
Among them were the so-called "conversion" films, particularly, the subset 
of peoples' resistance dramas. They were designed, assert Koppes and Black, 
"to focus attention upon key problems which the people must decide, the basic 
choices which the people must make."49 This constituted a "conversion" in 
another sense in that standard narrative paradigms were undergoing 
transformations. Genre formulas of crime pictures, women's melodramas, and 
backstage musicals were retooled into espionage thrillers and resistance dramas. 
Hollywood turned to retooling the traditional narrative from one that had 
emphasized individual protagonists working toward the goals of a successful 
career and a romantic "coupling," or sexual attachment into a new paradigm, 
where, according to historian Thomas Schatz, "the individual had to yield to the 
will and activity of the collective (the combat unit, the community, the nation, 
the family)." [At the same time,] "coupling was suspended 'for the duration,' 
subordinated to gender-specific war efforts that involved very different spheres 
of activity..." In other words, concludes Schatz, "the war effort created radically 
different requirements, indefinitely postponing the climactic coupling while 
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celebrating the lovers' dutiful separation and commitment to a larger 
cause . . ."50 
Thus, A Song to Remember]oms other resistance films such as the celebrated 
Casablanca (1943) and the less well-known but important This Land Is Mine 
(1943) in its heroic confirmation of the self-sacrifice of the individual to the 
larger cause of democracy.51 Like Rick, caught in the crossfire of debate between 
the cynical Renault and the idealistic Czech patriot, Victor Laszlo, Chopin must 
choose between the aesthetic self-indulgence of Sand and the nationalist 
conscience of Eisner. Echoing the declamation of the formerly politically neutral 
Rick to his beloved Usa at the conclusion of Casablanca, for example—"I've 
got a job to do, too . . . It doesn't take much to see that the problems of three 
little people don't amount to a hill of beans in this crazy world"—are the words 
of Eisner to Chopin: "A man worthy of his gifts should grow closer to those 
people as he grows more great. Fight harder for them with that same genius." 
Rick leaves Usa behind, the words "We'll always have Paris" echoing in her 
ears. Chopin turns away from George Sand, the measures of his A-flat Polonaise 
ringing in her ears.52 
In order to track further A Song to Remembefs relevance to wartime 
audiences, it is necessary to compare events in Poland in Chopin's lifetime with 
the fate that befell Poland at the time of the film's production and release. During 
Chopin's boyhood, Poland had been fragmented by a series of partitions 
mandated by the Congress of Vienna in 1815. Under the benevolent despotism 
of Tsar Alexander I, Poland had no sovereignty but enjoyed a relatively favorable 
position as compared to the iron rule Russia imposed elsewhere. However, with 
Alexander's death in 1825 and the accession a few years later of the autocratic 
Nicholas I, all this changed. Poland soon became an authoritarian society. 
Censorship reigned, universities were closed, and the tsar's secret police spied 
on radical student activities. Russian troops brutally suppressed the disastrous 
"November Uprising" in 1831. A counter revolution occurred in 1848, as it did 
in other countries, notably France, Austria, Italy, and Germany, but it was brutally 
crushed. 
Flash forward to the twentieth century. As a result of the collapse of the 
Austro-Hungarian monarchy in 1918, Poland had proclaimed its independence. 
Moreover, with the outbreak of hostilities in the late 1930s, Poland found itself 
once again torn apart. Hitler attacked Poland in September 1939, precipitating 
Britain and France's entry into the expanding war. After the Nazi-Soviet Pact, 
Soviet forces moved in from the east and partitioned off the nation. The Polish 
government went into exile for the duration of the war, while Russia recognized 
a puppet government, the Polish Committee of National Liberation. The country 
was now effectively under the domination of Hitler and Stalin, the two most 
ruthless tyrants of the century. Later, when the Poles rose against the Nazis in 
Warsaw in June 1944, the Russians stood by in their position across the Vistula 
River, while the Nazis crushed the resistance, killing an estimated 20,000 
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Liberation members and more than 150,000 Polish civilians. Soviet domination 
in January 1945 ended prospects of an independent Polish regime.53 
This was the historical context of events during the making and release of A 
Song to Remember. Indeed, production was not yet completed when the Soviets 
crushed the Warsaw Uprising and were preparing to assume total dominance. 
Thus, it is not difficult to trace parallels between the subjection of Poland by 
Soviet forces in 1944-45 with the film's depiction of encroaching tsarist tyranny 
in Chopin's time. Audiences would also have understood the distinction the 
film makes between the Soviet regime's totalitarian leadership and the Russian 
people—a subtlety likewise explored in other Hollywood Russian-related films 
of the period, notably, Song of Russia and The North Star (both 1943), where 
American audiences could sympathize with the heroic struggles of the peasants 
of the Motherland against fascism, while, at the same time, distrust the Communist 
leaders' iron rule over Poland.54 Thus, it is particularly significant that in A Song 
to Remember a Polish patriot tells Chopin that the real enemy of Poland is 
tsarist repression—read that, Stalinist tyranny—not the Russian people 
themselves. "They tell us that the Polish people and the Russian people are 
enemies," he declares. "Except for those leeches under the tsar, they aren't 
enemies at all. In fact, they get along quite well together. Strange, isn't it?— 
tyrants must have something in common, to teach our peoples to hate each other." 
At first glance it seems strange that Columbia Pictures' mogul Harry Cohn, 
a former song plugger on Tin Pan Alley, who, according to historian Edward 
Buscombe, had "no interest in politics at all" (generally preferring action and 
comedy pictures), would have countenanced such an overt blend of classical 
music and political ideology. On the one hand, it should be remembered that 
Cohn had already demonstrated his faith in the boxoffice potential of classical 
music with a number of vehicles for opera star Grace Moore, beginning in 1934 
with the hugely successful One Night of Love, which blended well-known arias 
with popular ballads. The results, as described by studio historian Rochelle 
Larkin, "mixed lumps of Puccini and the like into a pancake batter of plot 
thickeners such as the nice American girl, European settings, playboys, yachts, 
and glamour."55 Moreover, Cohn assigned Sidney Buchman, a left-leaning liberal 
sympathetic to the OWI's policies, as writer-producer of A Song to Remember. 
For years Buchman had held a privileged position as Cohn's favorite writer at 
Columbia, and he had already established his "social message" credentials with 
the satiric but inherently patriotic Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939) for 
Frank Capra. Indeed, HUAC would later investigate Buchman.56 Thus, it is not 
such a stretch to discern Buchman's—and, by inference, the OWI's—fingerprints 
all over the political activism of A Song to Remember. 
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A Song to Remembefs canny blend of biography, politics, and music, 
regulated and configured by the agendas of the PCA, OWI, and classical 
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Figure 5: Among the recent screen biographies of Chopin is James Lapine 's 
Impromptu (1992), which cast Hugh Grant as the composer and Judy Davis as 
George Sand (courtesy Hemdale). 
Hollywood story formulas, was a popular success that garnered six Oscar 
nominations, including Best Actor (Cornel Wilde), Music Score (Miklos Rozsa), 
and Cinematography (Tony Gaudio). It continues to this day to earn substantial 
rental receipts.57 As a Hollywood prestige picture, "It achieves," opined critic 
Sherwin Kane in Motion Picture Daily, " the praiseworthy aim of bringing the 
concert hall to the film theatre. . . where it is certain to be welcomed by the 
patrons of both."58 Indeed, the strains of the A-flat Polonaise were transformed 
into a wartime anthem. One year after the release of A Song to Remember the 
tune was "inducted" into American patriotic service when songwriters Buddy 
Kay and Ted Mossman added lyrics and entitled it "Till the End of Time." Heard 
on juke boxes across the country, it became something of an anthem for returning 
servicemen and was heard over the credits of Edward Dmytryk's drama of post-
war service life, Till the Endof'Time (1946). Similarly, The Hollywood Reporter 
applauded it as a welcome addition to the recently imported European screen 
biographies of composers: "It is the first venture in this field by American 
filmmakers and is a magnificent success . . . It is one of the finest and most 
beautiful screen productions yet given to the world, and in the field of music 
films of its kind it stands alone."59 
As a politically oriented representation of Chopin, A Song to Remember 
was but one more in the long line of cinematic texts that have appropriated, 
exploited, and interpreted the life and music of the composer for their own 
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ends. For example, Chopin was a self-indulgent, social-climbing snob targeted 
for satire in James Lapine 's Impromptu (1991)—"Without the noble patronage 
of the aristocracy, we are orphans indeed; they understand and nurture us; they 
are our model and inspiration." In Tony Palmer's The Strange Case ofDelfma 
Potocka (1999), he was a sexy, bigoted hedonist— "The identical energies that 
are used to fertilize a women, to create a man, are the identical energies used to 
create a work of art"—whose posthumous reputation was appropriated by Cold 
War Polish Communists for their own ideological purposes. And in Roman 
Polanski's The Pianist (2003), he was the musical exemplar (if only on the 
soundtrack music) of Polish resistance.60 Biopics produced in Poland have, in 
turn, constructed their own interpretations: Either he was the proto-socialist 
sympathetic to the lower classes in Aleksander Ford's Mlodosc Chopina ( Young 
Chopin, 1952) or the selfish opportunist in the revisionist Pragnienie milosci 
(Chopin: Desire of Love, 2004).61 
Whose Chopin, indeed. The varied plethora of cinematic representations 
notwithstanding, the celebrated Polish genius remains now, as always, a moving 
target, ever elusive, just out of reach, the depiction of his life and music never 
an end but always an ongoing process. 
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